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Carboard Column Formers

An important detail is that MONOTUB DD usually being 
produced on clients specifications per project.

You will never have difficulties when ‘overlengths’ have to 
be adjusted.

Of course, for emergency situations we have almost every 
diameter in stock in ‘Speed’ type.This stock consists of 
lenghts of 3 and 4 meters.

MONOTUB DD Carré
MONOTUB DD Rectangular 
Standard sizes
Carré:
200 x 200mm
250 x 250mm
300 x 300mm
350 x 350mm
400 x 400mm
450 x 450mm
500 x 500mm

Rectangular:
200 x 300mm
250 x 300mm
250 x 350mm
250 x 400mm
300 x 350mm
300 x 400mm
300 x 450mm
300 x 500mm
300 x 600mm
400 x 500mm
400 x 600mm

The use of one way cardboard column formers in all 
kinds of construction work is considered to be very 
normal all over the European continent. Circular 
columns, supportive or only decorative, are adding 
extra dimensions to the interior or exterior of a 
building. However, cost reduction is the main reason 
for constructors to use MONOTUB DD as formwork 
for circular columns.

• MONOTUB DD improves rapid construction because  
 erecting, pouring the concrete, and removing the   
 formwork can be done very quickly.
• Costs for concrete can be reduced, because it can be  
 delivered for all columns at once.
• MONOTUB DD is extremely light, and can simply be  
 erected by one man, without the use of cranes.
• In most cases, traditional formwork that could be available,  
 has to be adjusted to the sizes required, while 
 MONOTUB DD usually is delivered on your specification.

MONOTUB DD is produced out of recycled waterproof 
carton. The product is 100% water resistant and can be used 
in all possible weather conditions. Every storage on site can 
be done without the risk of damaging the quality of the 
formwork because of humidity or rain.

Another advantage of MONOTUB DD is the fact that the 
formwork can be removed at the moment suitable for you, 
which enables you to increase efficiency on manpower. 
Besides, the formwork can be used as column protection, 
after the concrete has cured.

MONOTUB DD for circular columns is available in 3 types:
1. Spiral.
2. Smooth, for a perfectly flat surface.
3. Speed, an equal smooth column form, which can be  
  removed very quickly by pulling down the steel line that  
  is in the tube and functions as a ‘zipper’.
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Monotub D.D. On Site

DELIVERY
Because MONOTUB DD is produced on your 
specifications, further adjustments on the site are usually 
not neccessairy.

STORAGE ON SITE
Because MONOTUB DD is 100% water resistant, the
formwork normally can be stored outside, without the risk
of damaging the quality of the column former. We do 
advise you to store the tubes vertically to prevent them 
from deforming. 

INSTALLING THE COLUMN FORM
MONOTUB DD is extremely light, and therefore it can 
be handled by one man only, without the use of a crane for 
instance. Furthermore 2 yokes are needed to keep the tube 
in place.

And again MONOTUB DD offers you the advantage of
waterproofness: it is not neccessairy to pour the concrete 
immediately after erecting the tubes.You can determine 
when this should be done, without the need for covering the 
formwork against rain etc.

POURING THE COLUMN
Pouring the concrete is easy with MONOTUB DD; because 
of its strength it is possible to pour the column in one move, 
but you will get the best result when the concrete is
condensed after every 50 cm. (beware of damaging the
inside of the tube) With longer columns it is advisable to 
prevent the concrete from falling too deep, and damage 
the formwork.

REMOVING THE COLUMN FORM
MONOTUB DD can be removed very easily with e.g. a
knife, however the ‘Speed’-type is provided with a ‘zipper’ 
of 0,5mm steel.

With this line you can cut the column former open in one
move.The smooth film that remains on the column, can
easily be removed by hand. After removing the former, you
can put it back into place, to protect the column.

Because of the waterproof compositions of the former, it is
not neccessairy to remove it immediately; this can be done 
at any suitable moment.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

 
 152 18,1 I A  3  1,3
 202  32,0 I A  3  1,7
 250  49,1 I A  3  2,1
 300  70,6 I A  3  2,5
 350  96,2 I A  4  3,6
 400  125,6  I A  4  4,1
 450  159,0  I A  4  4,6
 500  196,3  I A  4  5,1
 550  237,6  I A  5  6,3
 600  282,7  I A  5  6,9
 650  333,8  I A  5  7,5
 700  384,8  I A  5  8,0
 800  515,3  I A  5  9,3
 900  650,4  I A  5  10,5
 1000  785,4  I A  6  11,5
 1200  1131,0  I C  6  13,7

Diameter
in mm

Concrete in
dm3 per mtr 

column

Surface 
quality class 
of concrete*

Wall 
thickness

in mm (ca.)

Weight of 
tube in kgs 

per mtr

*) according to NEN 6722 (normmative regarding smoothness of concrete 
surface) except for the vertical joint on inside.
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During the last 30 years MONOTUB DD has been used on the larger construction sites 
throughout Europe where a high quality circular or square column was needed.

For example De Pier in Scheveningen, the Olympic village in Barcelona, the 
telecommunication centre of German TELEKOM in Bonn, or the Erasmusbrug in 

Rotterdam, are leaning on our pillars.

30 Years Experience

MONOTUB DD
Accessories
In order to offer you a complete product, the yokes for fixing 
and erecting the formers are also represented in our product 
programme.

The bottom yoke is made out of recycled board, and fits 
perfectly on the outside diameter of the tubes.This yoke can 
be reused several times.

MONOTUB DD Carré
For square columns
Because square columns are often needed within short time,
we also have a column former of this type available:

This form consists of the standard circular tube that is
assembled with polystyrene parts.The compilation results in
the desired square formwork.


